
NMFM402 � Mathematics of Non-Life Insurance 2

GLM in loss reserving
Practical 8

Recall the use of GLM for setting the loss reserves and approximation of the mean square error
of prediction (MSEP) of future claims from [1] or [2].

Exercise 1: Think of the possibilities to determine prediction intervals for future claims and for
loss reserves (sum of future claims). Why is this important?

***************************************************

Solution: If the reserves were set at the level of predicted future claims by GLM (the so called
"best estimate"), the probability that the reserve would be insu�cient (true claims would exceed
the reserve) would be approx. 50 %, which is unacceptable. Therefore, we need to add a "sa-
fety margin"to loss reserves � a bu�er that would absorb potential �uctuations of future claims
(caused either by error in our estimates or by the process variance). To determine the size of the
margin, we are interested in distribution or quantiles of the future claim, given the data that we
have.

In general, determining prediction intervals in GLM methodology is complicated and not strai-
ghtforward (in contrast to classical linear models). We can consider various approximations:

1. Assuming our prediction by GLM are unbiased point estimates of expected future claims
(this is true at least asymptotically) and considering the mean square error of prediction
(MSEP, see [1], section 2.4.3) as an approximation of variance of total future claims, we
can construct the prediction intervals by combining these with quantiles of appropriate
distribution. A natural (but not the only one) choice is the normal distribution, this choice
can be reasoned by application of the central limit theorem to the sum of independent
future claims.

2. Another option is based on the so called bootstrap technique � a popular and computati-
onally demanding technique to reconstruct distribution of a certain statistics (function of
data) by resampling from empirical distribution of data (obtain from i.i.d. observations).
In the context of loss reserving via GLM, we can apply the parametric bootstrap do the
following steps:

B1 Estimate parameters of GLM using MLE on data in the triangle.

B2 Estimate expectations of historical claims (i.e. �t the data in the triangle by GLM) �
denote by

x̂ij = µ̂iγ̂j , i+ j ≤ I

B3 Calculate (or rather estimate) the Pearson's residuals (these are considered to be
i.i.d.):

Zij =
Xij − x̂ij√
V (x̂ij)

, i+ j ≤ I

where V is the variance function in the chosen EDF distribution.

B4 The residuals {Zij : i + j ≤ I} represent the empirical distribution. Sample i.i.d.
bootstrap residuals from this distribution:

Z∗
ij ∼ {Zij : i+ j ≤ I} (sampling with replacement)
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B5 Using bootstrap residuals, construct new (arti�cial) triangle

X∗
ij = x̂ij +

√
V (x̂ij)Z

∗
ij , i+ j ≤ I.

B6 Use the new (arti�cial) triangle to �t new GLM model (�t new parameters) and
calculate corresponding future claims (bootstrap loss reserve).

B7 Repeat steps B4 - B6 many times to obtain su�cient number of realizations of bo-
otstrap loss reserves. The empirical distribution of these arti�cial reserves (future
claims) is an approximation of true distribution of future claims given our data. Take
appropriate quantiles of the empirical bootstrap distribution as an approximation of
prediction intervals. Other characteristics (such as MSEP) can be calculated from the
empirical distribution as well.

For more details, see [2], Chapter 7 (esp. Chapter 7.3)

3. If you have any other idea, how to approach this problem, or �nd something else in the
literature, we can discuss during practicals.
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